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There's nothing in this life but opportunity. Lucas, Empire Records, 1995 At some point I stopped calling them dates. That term didn't work for me. The word date carries this waft of romance and excitement that I just wasn't comfortable at setting an event where I met a stranger for the first time and hoped my profile
photos were accurate. I really don't know how to date anymore. It has two dimensions. First: I don't know how to physically carry on. At this stage of my single life, I recoil at the idea of showering, putting on makeup, choosing out clothes, and blow drying my hair one more time to meet the name of my phone. Like you're
asking me to do it now, and I'm literally asking for a fee. I've probably gone on a first date over a hundred times, and I don't think I have anything to do to give that effort. I have earned the decoration of my bitterness, and no one will take it from me. The money I've spent on wine glasses for over 11 years is a down
payment now, so don't tell me about staying motivated out for two hours worth of small talk over stale Sancerre with a man I'll never see again. Wait, that's not right - I'm definitely going to take him walking along Park Avenue for seven months and avoid his gaze at all costs. It's a fact that he's a stranger. I don't know this
person, we're not sparks yet, not real life. There's nothing that's going to plunge me into excitement, and it's this palpable absence that's collapsed for over 11 years that leaves me feeling so empty. It's not that I've met terrible men (though... girl), it's really more about the fact that dating for me has occurred with such a
lack of excitement, fun and a real desire that I don't really see as a valid use of my time. And spare me the sparks online. I've done this dance too many times to fall into a witty text or two, I can promise you that. The girl she sits next to her open office floor plan thinks she's mouthing a big boy, even though she herself
isn't interested in him and she wrote that adorable message to help her because she has the wit of a dusty box fan. Honestly, don't mess with me. Meeting people I've found through dating apps is (first, everyone's primary tool for dating now, let's be real) for me, such a sterile form of connection. If I knew him already, if
we met in the wild, like in the '90s, I could approach my dates more forcefully. I would have clues and signs that might suggest to me that I enjoy being around this person – some groundwork would be provided. But now, all I know is that she went skiing last winter and has two sisters with whom her mother still makes
her take pictures in matching Christmas pajamas. If there was an actual human connection to attract me to my dates, I could look forward to them, instead of approaching them like they have a scary jar behind the fridge that's probably gone bad. I'm saving my blowouts and cute spring dresses dinner group and book club
where I know they are good to use. But since all I got is some text on and on and knowing that the only reason this date takes place at all is because after two meetings on the right thumb swipes, i: a) suggested we meet, b) chose the day, c) chose time and d) chose a place, I can't say that I'm exactly overflowing in
anticipation. I'll save my blowouts and cute new spring dresses for dinner group and book club where I know they're good to use. Another option I no longer know how to this day is: honestly, what are even dates now? What do they look like? Where do they happen? How are you going to plan them? Are you catching
them like Pokemon? Dating is not what it once was, I have slapped wet mackerel across the face, containing that knowledge, I can assure you. Every time a man suggests a sexual encounter with me via an app and I fire back that he has manners of fruit flies in my kitchen I'm always sure of my own ignorance with one
sentence: You know what Tinder is, right? Excuse me, sir, how stupid of me. Should I send her naked to get her approval? Should we have sex and then have two drinks? Or is the actual speech communication saved on date two? Help me. I'm probably very old-fashioned, wanting to watch dates the way they did at my
big fat Greek wedding. Now, dating is probably a much freer endeavor, so casual in fact I find it hard to find a line between dating and just having a pulse. I shared a subway post with some guy last night, was that a date? My wife gave me a free Amaro when he brought me my check at the bar two nights ago, are we
married now? I shared a subway post with some guy last night, was that a date? My wife gave me a free Amaro when he brought me my check at the bar two nights ago, are we married now? I've been part of the dating scene for the last 11 years, I've seen it develop my personality. I've seen it lose its groove, too. At
some point, dating turned into a fun functional, kicking me down the road as La Croix gets along the way. It's become something I don't know anymore and doesn't know how to do it, and besides, it's not something I want to do anymore. The upshot is, I really don't date much anymore. That's supposed to be horrible,
right? If I don't go on a date, how am I going to meet someone at all? I have to be honest and say it's not scary, it's a relief. The lack of specific negativity involved in modern dating has left me feeling awesome. I've been told how I talk and write about dating to be all over as if I think I'm going single forever, and my bad
one - that's not how I feel. I feel 100% of myself that I love and am loved by an actual person one day. But I also feel that my path to meeting him has very little to do with an awkward hug of hello, two glasses of wine in Williamsburg, and three repetitions of how to pronounce my name. I don't know how to date anymore. I
stopped doing it. I don't think it curses me, I think it's going to free me. I think I broke it. My own unity has been transformed into something that contains far less pressure and a senseless effort than before, and I am into it. I don't know how I meet someone, but I know how I don't meet anyone, and opens up my view of
the possibility of only being able to meet through a dating meeting through literally no chance of conceivable putting the excitement of being one right back where I want it - inside me. The health care industry is constantly evolving, so it is imperative that nursing professionals keep their knowledge and skills up to date.
Online nursing courses can provide a convenient way for students to continue their education, whether they want to brush up on areas that need improvement or learn new subdivisions of nursing, which will help them broaden their professional horizons. Explore online nursing courses, find information about the types of



classes available and discover other valuable online resources nurses can take advantage of below. Advertising AccreditedSchoolsOnline.org is on ad-supported site. Featured or trusted partner programs and all school searches, finder displays, or match results are for the schools that provide us with compensation. This
compensation does not affect our school rankings, resource guides, or other editorial independent information published on this site. What types of nursing classes can I take online? Although some schools offer the public pre-online nursing courses, such as anatomy and physiology classes, nursing classes are in most
cases only available to those who work with a degree or currently work in this field. The table below breaks down online nursing courses and people who generally enroll in them. Certificate For-credit Informational What is this type of course? Certificates are marketed in various health sections, such as gerontology, pain
management and perinatal care. Colleges and universities offer for-credit classes for online students enrolled in nursing degree programs. Informative courses are available for specific nursing topics. Who's going to take this guy, of course? Professionals can take these courses to show their knowledge in a specific field
of nursing or learn new skills. Students are preparing for their careers in nursing. BEST IN THE FIELD: 5 KEY ONLINE NURSING COURSES Those who want to enroll in online nursing courses can find many quality options that cover a variety of topics ranging from informational privacy to letters to patients. The list of
the top five sucking courses listed below includes information on where they can be found, how much they cost and how long they will stop. This course provides invaluable guidance to nurses on how to ensure that medical records are complete and accurate. In particular, students will learn about the purpose of medical
documentation, the impact of privacy and how nurses document patient information and how medical data is used as evidence in cases. In addition, this course plunges into the consequences of poor documentation. Posting the wrong thing on social media can be problematic for people in any area, but for those in the
nursing profession, it can be disastrous. This course teaches the negative consequences that social media can have on nurses—especially when they share information about their patients. Class topics include social media policies in health care facilities, the use of social media by patients and regulatory issues that can
arise due to the activities of social networks. Offered by: Alison Price: free length: 4 modules, 2-3 hours Format: Reading material and ratings Eligible for college credits?: No having skills to treat a variety of patients is important for nurses in today's hospitals and health facilities. This course begins with a basic introduction
to patient care and assessment of patient needs, then dives deeper into topics such as therapeutic communication techniques, transcultural awareness and communication strategies for deaf, blind and non-English-speaking patients. Physical examinations are usually the first step towards creating an effective and
appropriate treatment plan for individual patients. This class teaches strategies for physical exams, measuring vital indicators and collecting samples. Offered by: Ed2Go Price: $149 Length: Six weeks four hours a week Format: Lessons and final exam Eligible for college credits?: No Learn More: Legal Nurse Consulting
Nurses Who Want to Use Their Health Care Knowledge in Legal Conditions Can Learn How to Do It Through This Course. This class introduces students to the work done by legal nurses' consultants and gives an overview of their role in the justice system. Students will learn how to create a successful consulting
practice as well as how to conduct legal studies and prepare for trials. TOP 3 reasons to take ONLINE CLASS NURSINGOnline nursing courses is a convenient way for students to meet their educational and career goals with a click. In addition to the ability to match courses with busy schedules, there are several
reasons why students choose to take nursing courses online, including the following: Increase professional nursing options Students can take courses online that lead to certificates of graduation that can be used to demonstrate the knowledge of a specific nursing field to current and potential employers. Many of the
continuing education requirements that nurses must meet in order to maintain professional certification can be completed online as well. Earn nursing degrees faster Students earning nursing degrees can use online courses as a way to get additional credits that can be read toward their degrees, allowing them to finish
their programs faster. While open online courses do not replace degree and certificate programs those who are eligible for school credit will help students earn their credentials faster. Learn new health skills Even students who don't earn certificates can use online nursing courses to get new skills that they can add to
their daily work. From care techniques to communication skills, these courses can improve the way nurses treat their patients. DISCOVER GET APPS AND PODCASTS FOR NURSES Apps To deal with the demands of their work, nurses often use tools to help them work more efficiently and efficiently. Below are some
apps specifically designed to perform strict nurse duties. Nursing Essentials $5.99 for iOS, $7.99 for AndroidApple AndroidThis app contains information that helps nurses make patient care decisions quickly. Users can search for concepts and abbreviations, as well as calculate the dosages of the drug, select emergency
numbers and take patient notes. RNAO Nursing Best Practice Guidelines Free AppleThis app includes guides for nurses in areas such as mental, emergency and primary care. Nursing plans Free for iOS, $0.99 androidapple AndroidThis app helps nurses who specialize in a variety of fields including pregnancy,
pediatrics and psychiatry - craft individual care plans for patients with their own 300 examples. In addition, information on diagnoses and justifications is available. NurseTabsFree Apple AndroidThis app focuses on three areas of suction: basics, surgical and pharmacology. It also contains information on 120 skills and
procedures in each area. PodcastsNurses are usually a go, so podcasts are a great way for these busy professionals to get information they can use to work. The following are examples of popular nurse-focused podcasts: Nursing ShowJamie Davis Last Episode try: Patient Ambulation and Infection PreventionThis
weekly podcast includes news that affects the nursing profession, hints that nurses can use while working with patients and in-depth interviews with practitioners. Nursing Star Notes LiveJamie Davis Last Episode try: Men in Nursing and Health Christopher StallardSee podcast explores hot topics in nursing and conducts
interviews with experts from different nursing disciplines. Sister Keith ShowKeith CarlsonRecent Episode try: Putting your nursing contribution to GroundNurse TalkCasey Hobbs, Dan GradyRecent Episode try: End of Life Option Act takes effect in California Part 1 In this podcast, two veteran nurses share their
experiences and talk about issues in the field. EXPERT: NURSES' ONLINE LEARNING EXPERIENCE Students benefit because these courses offer great flexibility to learn for people who have difficulty attending classes on a regular day and time. Online courses give students the opportunity to take a class and/or the
entire program on a topic not offered at a college or university in their home district. Courses, if they are taken from a degree or academic certificate or educational units should provide an institution accredited to provide the course in question for the required purpose. Policies are available to the learner regarding costs,
registration processes, evaluation, faculty response time for students and software necessary for the course. The faculty's credentials and his or her experience should also correspond to the focus of the study activities. It's better if a course offered by a college or university teaches mainly a full-time faculty institution.
There should be a curriculum or clear guidance on what students are expected to do to meet the objectives of the course, guidance on the resources that the student can use, and criteria for classifying activities. A course or programme can be on a number of issues, but the CVT unit must be accredited either nationally,
regionally or nationally by an authority to provide these credits. Depending on the focus, in-service training may be used for license renewal, in some cases new skills that lead to wage increases or promotion, meeting with new federal or state law that affects the chosen profession or business unit, or providing safety to
the public. Public.
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